Austin ES Redistricting
Round 2: Option 1
October 23, 2019

Balance Enrollment

179 Students Moving from Dunwoody ES to Austin ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other
- (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential
- Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/
Austin ES Redistricting
Round 2: Option 1
October 23, 2019

Balance Enrollment

B1

1 Students Moving from Vanderlyn ES to Austin ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential
- Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/
Austin ES Redistricting Round 2: Option 1 October 23, 2019

Balance Enrollment

B2

21 Students Moving from Vanderlyn ES to Austin ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other
- (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential
- Schools

Vanderlyn ES

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/
Austin ES Redistricting Round 2: Option 1 October 23, 2019

Balance Enrollment

C

22 Students Moving from Dunwoody ES to Vanderlyn ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential
- Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/
Austin ES Redistricting
Round 2: Option 1
October 23, 2019

Balance Enrollment

D

43 Students Moving from Chesnut ES to Kingsley ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/
Austin ES
Redistricting
Round 2: Option 1
October 23, 2019

Balance Enrollment

E

65 Students Moving from Hightower ES to Kingsley ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other
- (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential
- Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/
Round 2: Option 1
October 23, 2019

Balance Enrollment

4 Students Moving from Hightower ES to Chesnut ES

Elementary Schools
Existing Attendance Areas
Apartments
Multi-Family
Single Family Homes
Residential Other
(Extended Stays)
Non-Residential
Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/
Austin ES Redistricting
Round 2: Option 1
October 23, 2019

Balance Enrollment

G

15 Students Moving from Chesnut ES to Hightower ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential
- Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/